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Warren Pies, Founder and Strategist at 3Fourteen Research joined regular host Jeremy

Schwartz, Global CIO at WisdomTree, on the Behind the Markets podcast. 

 

Introduction and BackgroundIntroduction and Background

 

It was interesting to start by hearing a bit about Warren’s background. He started out

as an attorney, and then he transitioned over to research on markets at Ned Davis

Research. His focus there was predominantly on commodities and real assets, and he left

after Ned Davis Research wanted to stop focusing on commodities coverage. He started

3Fourteen Research about a year ago.

 

Who is 3Fourteen ResearchWho is 3Fourteen Research

 

3Fourteen takes a more advanced, quantitative approach to building different models. The

firm’s ‘high level’ asset allocation view is that the next 25 years in the markets will

look very different from the  25 years that we have experienced. Investors were well

served by the 60/40 equities/fixed income approach for the past 25 years—but this may

not work as well in the coming period. 

 

What is the model telling us today?What is the model telling us today?

 

Warren discussed one of 3Fourteen’s key models, which includes 17 different assets. The

drivers of the model include:

 

1. Trend

2. Correlation

3. Volatility

 

The current positioning is taking a very clear stance on ‘short duration.’ One way this

can be seen is that the longer-term Treasury bond exposure is only at about 1%. Equity

exposure is roughly neutral, at about 40%, but within this exposure the model has

shifted more towards small caps and the value factor. The main shift was out of bonds

and into real assets—notably real estate, bitcoin and gold are at the highest levels

that were seen in the model since the pandemic began. 

 

Notable research with big implications for equities vs. bondsNotable research with big implications for equities vs. bonds
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Warren cited a piece that 3Fourteen put out looking at the relationship in terms of

returns for stocks vs. bonds. He took the 100 worst days from the last 25 years, based

on equity returns, and saw that bond returns were positive on 83 of these days—a great

ratio of success as a possible hedge. If one did the same exercise, but looked instead

at the period 25 years prior to 1998, during the same type of days—the worst 100 for

equity returns—bonds only had positive returns on 35 of them. 

 

Two simple variables account for a lot of the movement of stocks and bonds: economic

growth and inflation. Over the past 25 years, inflation was largely removed from being a

real concern for investors. There was a huge trend toward globalisation which led to

much lower inflation, particularly in durable goods. Cheaper durable goods prices

effectively pulled the Consumer Price Index lower over this time, improving the

prospects for bond returns generally.

 

What are some of the best hedges if people are concerned with Inflation? What are some of the best hedges if people are concerned with Inflation? 

 

Warren thinks that oil will merit special consideration as an inflation hedge in the

coming years. He cited how we have seen the ‘shale revolution’ since about 2014, driving

prices lower. However, going forward there hasn’t been much further capital investment

in oil, and yet the demand for oil is expected to keep going up in the coming years.

After the supply and demand balance normalises in the next six to nine months, Warren’s

view is that the focus will eventually start to recognise that green energy is great,

but oil demand shrinking to zero is not in the immediate future even if the mix of how

people get energy is evolving more and more toward cleaner sources.  

 

What about gold & crypto?What about gold & crypto?

 

3Fourteen also looks at gold and crypto. Towards the end of the discussion, Warren

discussed his view that bitcoin has been taking investor flows away from gold. Warren

believes that bitcoin has a great use case for wealthy individuals stuck in closed

economies, who want to take their wealth to countries with strong property rights, like

the United States. Bitcoin has been rising, and so has the dollar, and this is one

possible explanation, at least in part. 

 

You can listen to the full episode below.

This Stencil app is disabled for this browser.This Stencil app is disabled for this browser.

Developers:Developers:

ES5 builds are disabled during developmentduring development to take

advantage of 2x faster build times.

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Bitcoin (BTCW)

+ WisdomTree Ethereum (ETHW)

 

View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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